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Xcalday is a calendar application that gives you the ability to add days, each with a different note to one day. Selecting the entry for a particular day reveals all the notes for that day in one place. Notes can be written in Markdown, HTML, or plain text. It is ideal for note-taking in classrooms and workshops because it allows you to write up each note for a particular day. It is also suitable for
keeping track of things like events, projects, tasks or anywhere you want to note down. The notes can be integrated into the calendar itself (in the Notes property of a day) to be available in the calendar display itself. In Version 2 of the Xcalday application, you can click on the Markdown text to expand it to reveal all the notes for a particular day. An optional Today view is also available, with only
the most important events for today visible. You can save any notes to your device or if you don't have space for all the notes, the most recent 5 notes can be cached in the cloud. When you reinstall Xcalday, you will get the 5 most recent notes from the cache. The notes are stored in the Notes property of the day, which is created on demand if you add a new note. It is stored as a Map, so you can

access the note through its key, which is the title of the note. It is stored as a data string so you can just insert it where you like, and expand it to be readable when you select it (which happens to be Markdown). Separating the notes and the calendar is the main reason for using Xcalday. Key Features: - Add many notes for many days - Note any type of event (to-do list, etc.) - Support for
Markdown, HTML, Text, CSS, CSS Grid - Fonts available for both day and note - You can store any note as a Map, so you can access it anywhere - Various views available to view and edit the notes - Like a Calendar + Notebook - Infinite scroll for the notes list - Markdown support for notes - Undo/Redo for writing and editing notes - Caching of latest 5 notes - Ability to delete the notes, also the

notes they contain - Add notes from mail - Import notes from other calendar applications - Export notes to other calendar applications - Export notes as a web page - Export
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You can open multiple calendar views simultaneously, each with a different look. With Xcalday you can sync your notes with the cloud, automatically upload them on the server and share them with your friends. It's a really simple way to keep your notes for each day. View Notes Added Check all boxes in the view editor to apply these settings to all calendar views (Alternatively press Ctrl+A to
select all). Fill the date with How many months should the month view last before filling the next month? I am logged into the same Google account on two different computers. How can I select a calendar to sync between the two? I understand that in order to do this: Click on the name of the calendar you want to sync (in this case: xcalday) Click on the "Calendars" button on the far right of the
page and then on "Manage accounts" Go to the calendars where your xcalday is. Go to the "List under" tab Click on the box next to your xcalday account, then click on the "Sync with" tab Click on the "Sync on startup" button Click the checkbox next to your Google calendar (in this case: your gmail) Click on the "Save changes" button on the bottom right and then click on the "Close" button to

close the dialog Hope it helps. Added on Added on Added on Edited Edited Edited Followed Followed Followed Followed Deleted Deleted Deleted Deleted Deleted Deleted Deleted Deleted Deleted Deleted Deleted Deleted Deleted Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved Resolved
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Xcalday is a very simple day calendar that can hold notes for each day in the month. The notes are displayed in a somewhat popup dialog. You can put the notes anywhere in the dialog and they will be saved for future use. Other features include autosave, undo, and resizing. Xcalday Version History: Version 1.3 (Jun 18, 2011): * Improved clean-up of resource files in the release package. *
Changed the date format to fully support month/year without leading zeros. * Added autosave and undo. * Improved the button control to reduce the chance of default "pressed" state. * Added better error messages for when the input was invalid. Version 1.2 (Jul 18, 2010): * Bug Fix: Error messages are now printed to the Output Preview window. * Added better error messages for when the input
was invalid. * Added the ability to modify the size of the dialog window by dragging any of the four edge/corner grips. * Autosave will now try to save whenever a new message is written. * Added "Undo" button which will reverse the last action if the action was made to a note field. Version 1.1 (May 10, 2010): * Fixed some bugs and updated the license to be more clear. Version 1.0 (Mar 25,
2010): * Initial Release For a screenshot, press the "?" button at the top of the main window. To close the "Input Notes" dialog, click the "Cancel" button. Resources: A: I'm rather fond of this page: A: I use Online-Cal-Mail and YAMiCal to do this. I use them together to sync with my Palm. Online-Cal-Mail is free and has been the gold standard of Google Calendar programs for awhile now.
YAMiCal is free but a bit buggy so I think I paid for it later on. /*************************************************************************** Copyright 2015 Ufora Inc. Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

What's New in the Portable Xcalday?

Xcalday Portable lets you easily create, store, and display a calendar and a task list for each day in the month. You can create a...Download 2. Day Calendar pro for Windows - Business & Productivity Tools/Organization & Arranging... The full featured Day Calendar pro is a contact manager, an appointment scheduling program and a day planner which is perfect for busy businessmen and
enterprise schedulers who can list up to 1,000 customers per day. It's a small tool, that is powerful. Day Calendar pro has a calendar, a Task List, a contact manager, a priority levels manager, an Email Notification manager, a template builder, a settings manager. This is the most complete day calendar.Fully featured day calendar with a Day Reminder or an alarm. Day Calendar pro is ready to use
on any Windows PC with any data source. Every data source can be displayed on the same place in Day Calendar pro.Day Calendar pro Features:Requirements: MS Word 97/2000/XP/2003 available at trial version, MS Excel available at trial version, MS Access available at trial version, MS Visio available at trial version, MS Powerpoint available at trial version.Connect any information source to
Day Calendar pro.With MS Word you can add notes and comments to any of the days and the calendar will reflect the days with notes.With MS Excel you can add any type of information to any day of the month.Day Calendar pro can be used with MS Visio to graphically add the dates or the notes to the calendar.Day Calendar pro can be modified and is compatible with any type of data source.
You can select the type of data source that you want from the Tools>>Options... page.You can use a complete calendar to schedule appointments, plan the tasks and coordinate the changes. You can create a day, month or a year calendar with notes and with reminders for each day.You can also export the day calendar to a Word, Excel, Access, MS Powerpoint or MS Visio document. You can print
the day calendar as a paper calendar in several languages.Use the day calendar for travelling and schedule your travel.Day Calendar pro is an offline application. You can save the calendar on your computer and take it with you.Day Calendar pro provides a fully featured Day Calendar with a Day Reminder, a Back-up Manager, an Email Notification Manager, a Task List, a Contact Manager, an
Alarm, a Multi-User Mode, a Template Builder.How
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System Requirements For Portable Xcalday:

Can be played using most platforms but requires a highly-optimized game. Requires an internet connection to play. Each player can only have one online account. Being connected to the internet does not guarantee that you will play the game, the server is not responsible for the connections. A broadband connection is required. Windows or Mac operating system. Installer does not work on any
platforms other than Windows. Installer does not work on Mac. Since the game does not always sync
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